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“Global abundance realized by all of humanity” 

 

ONE. Community Worldwide is a new way of business structured to directly addresses the issues 
surrounding global poverty and the achievement of abundance by creating an interconnected 
community of business divisions founded on four main principles:  
 
1) Assisting in the development of humanity  
2) Integration of renewable resources and new technologies 
3) Fostering global collaboration  
4) Capital participation for the purpose of global individual empowerment 
 
At ONE. Community Worldwide the Global Empowerment Division will oversee the four divisions 
that are involved in new highly lucrative emerging markets in the U.S.  These interconnected 
divisions work collaboratively to create global economic and social change by changing the way we 
think and work together, in order to achieve the new paradigm of nine billion people with clean 
water, nutritious food, affordable housing, modern education and non-pollutant renewable energies. 
ONE. is at the forefront of illustrating that profit and helping the world are not mutually exclusive; 
both can and must be achieved in harmony. 
 

The Five Interconnected Divisions are: 
ONE. GLOBAL EMPOWERMENT 

ONE. GROW 
ONE. RESIDENTIAL 

ONE. NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
ONE. LIFE CENTER 

 

08	Fall	

ONE. COMMUNITY WORLDWIDE 

“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.  
To change something, BUILD A NEW MODEL that makes the existing model obsolete.” 

- R. Buckminster Fuller  
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Division Overviews	
 

The five interconnected business divisions of ONE. Community Worldwide are selected to directly address 
the encircled three-tier pyramid.  

 

1st Tier: Food, Water, Shelter – To Me: Life Essentials	
ONE. Grow - Focus on agriculture, food, nutrition and improving efficiencies in current farming practices 
while further developing new, more efficient farming by utilizing new technologies such as vertical farming, 
hydroponics and aquaponics.   
ONE. Residential - Focus on efficiencies in building practices through the development of self-
supporting shelters, Tiny Homes and developing communities that use renewable energies, sustainable 
building products and eco-friendly sanitation alternatives.  
 

2nd Tier: Education, Communication, Health – By Me: Individual Growth 
ONE. New Technologies - Focus on developing cohesion, encouraging collaboration, increasing access 
and incentivizing new innovative solutions to agriculture, clean water, energy, communication, education and 
health. 
 

3rd Tier: Freedom – Through Me: Community Participation 
ONE. Global Empowerment - Focus on directly managing and implementing solutions surrounding 
global poverty and the achievement of global abundance though individual empowerment. Founded on four 
main principles: 1) Assisting in the development of humanity, 2) Integration of renewable resources and new 
technologies, 3) Fostering global collaboration, 4) Capital participation for the purpose of global individual 
empowerment. Oversees other divisions. 
 

Circle: Interconnected – I AM: Paradigm Shifts, Global Social Sustainability 
ONE. Life Center - Focus on awareness by bringing local, national and global interfaith religious groups 
together to discuss our role in the universe through oneness, harmony and individual empowerment, as well 
as allowing opportunities to explore new and existing paradigms that assist in the advancement of humanity.  

  

ONE. Community Worldwide is an organization of people and enterprise that understand the connection we 
all have with each other, our communities and the world. We see the power in giving back in the form of 
economic development through local empowerment, not just aid. ONE. Community Worldwide’s Global 
Empowerment Division works together with individuals and companies outside our five interconnected 
divisions, who would like to participate in this movement by means of capital investment, monetary 
donations, a business owner’s time in mentoring, or a company offering financially sponsored time-off to 
employees whose expertise can be utilized. In addition, we look to retired individuals who are professionals in 
certain fields of operations, technology, or have other skills such as physical workforce abilities, language 
interpretation, financial strengths or business expertise willing to build programs for the greater whole. 
  
The more we start each day by asking ourselves “How Can I Help?” and actually doing it in a 
sustainable manner, the closer we will be to Global-Individual Harmony and living as ONE 
abundant community worldwide. 
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Division Overview 
ONE. Community Worldwide is founded on the belief that free-enterprise capitalism, through the 
empowerment of local entrepreneurs, is the most powerful and transformative force for eliminating 
poverty and realizing global abundance. ONE. Global Empowerment is at the forefront of 
illustrating that profit and helping the world are not mutually exclusive; both can and must be 
achieved in harmony. By unleashing and supporting collaborative human innovation at the 
entrepreneurial level around the globe, ONE. Global Empowerment creates lasting worldwide 
impact by structuring businesses for long-term economic sustainability and mutual gain. 

 

 “Business [has] extraordinary potential to do more good for more people in a sustained manner  
than any other social or economic system ever invented by humankind.”  

– John Mackey, Conscious Capitalism 
 
  

ONE. Global Empowerment is comprised of: 
1. Oversight of all other ONE. Community Worldwide divisions 
2. Ensuring cohesive vision through all divisions 
3. Implementation of global expansion and entrepreneurial empowerment 
4. Management of investor relations/capital investments/profit sharing between divisions 
5. Directing sales and marketing, both locally and globally 

 

As the overarching division of the five interconnected business divisions of ONE. Community 
Worldwide, ONE. Global Empowerment is crucial in ensuring that the vision to leverage capitalism 
to create positive global change is integrated into all other divisions. ONE. Global Empowerment 
works directly with each division to incorporate new technologies and renewable resources, devise 
impact strategies and implement solutions into communities around the globe. ONE. Grow and 
ONE. Residential provide opportunities for individuals in developing countries to start small 
enterprises and provide for their basic needs, while ONE. New Technologies supports those in need 
with access to innovative solutions. ONE. LIFE Center focuses on increasing awareness of our role 
in the universe and creating oneness, harmony and individual empowerment, as well as changing 
existing paradigms to assist in the advancement of humanity. It is also the primary connection point 
to communities in the US and globally and the entry point for ONE. Global Empowerment and 
ONE. Community Worldwide’s acceptance and collaboration potential with other communities. 
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Subdivision Overview 
  

ONE. Community Worldwide is founded on the principal that all have the right to life, which 
includes food and shelter. ONE. Grow – Industrial Hemp directly addresses these basic needs by 
providing promoting the growth and development of renewable resource industrial hemp. The 
industrial hemp crop is dual purposed, providing a protein-dense food source in the seeds and a 
construction-material rich source in the stalk. ONE. Grow – Industrial Hemp focuses on the 
procurement, processing, marketing, and distribution of the industrial hemp crop. The company will 
market the processed components wholesale to value-added business customers in various 
industries. Our satellite facilities will be outfitted with grain processing and oil pressing equipment to 
manufacture our products, while our corporate headquarters will oversee all packaging and 
distribution. By providing a profitable, environmentally sustainable crop that helps fill our basic 
needs, we are expanding the opportunity of a platform enabling individual economic empowerment. 
  

“Why use up the forests which were centuries in the making and the mines which required ages to lay down, 
 if we can get the equivalent of forest and mineral products in the annual growth of the hemp fields?” 

–Henry Ford 
  

ONE. Grow – Industrial Hemp is comprised of: 
1. Hemp Seed Products – Seed Oil, Hulled Seed, Protein Powder, Baking Flour 
2. Hemp Stalk Products – Hempcrete/Insulation, Horse & Forestry Bedding, Paper/Pulp 
3. Hemp Seed Development – High quality hemp seed to increase currently limited supply 

  

As one of the five interconnected business divisions of ONE. Community Worldwide, ONE. Grow 
– Industrial Hemp is integrally tied to all other divisions. High-quality hemp seeds are developed in 
partnership with ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming’s R&D department. ONE. Grow – Industrial 
Hemp provides hemp-building products (insulation and hempcrete) directly to ONE. Residential. In 
partnership with ONE. Global Empowerment division, ONE. Grow – Industrial Hemp provides 
opportunities for the labor fleet to increase autonomy by creating their own small businesses. As the  
ONE. Global Empowerment division expands to support impoverished communities in developing 
countries, ONE. Grow – Industrial Hemp will provide locals the ability to grow and build their own 
profit producing, food and building product generating businesses. 
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Subdivision Overview 
  
ONE. Community Worldwide is founded on the principal that all have the right to life, which 
includes food, water and shelter, and the importance of incorporating renewable resource solutions. 
ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming directly addresses the basic need for food by developing and 
proliferating highly efficient farming options that incorporate renewable resources and increase 
output. Utilizing hydroponics for year-round/day-round growth optimization and urban location to 
decrease farm to table transportation distance, ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming solves the 
inefficiencies of the current horizontal farming model. 
  

“The vertical farm is a world-changing innovation [and] provides a blueprint for securing the world’s food supply and at the same 
time solving one of the gravest environmental crises facing us today.”  

– Sting 
  

ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming is comprised of: 
1. Urban Greenhouse – 30,000sqft building for produce production and urban sales  

Includes 5,000sqft of R&D facilities focused on optimizing growing systems 
2. Perpetua Tiny Home Systems for individual/residential growing of herbs and greens  
3. Transportable Greenhouses made from shipping containers 

  

As one of the five interconnected business divisions of ONE. Community Worldwide, ONE. Grow 
– Vertical Farming is integrally tied to all other divisions. ONE. LIFE Center sources its raw food 
ingredients directly from ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming’s Urban and Transportable greenhouses. 
Renewable resources such as solar techniques and other new farming efficiency technologies will be 
used in partnership with ONE. New Technologies, while the ONE. Network platform will sell 
transportable greenhouses and Perpetua tiny home systems. Similarly, ONE. Residential will 
incorporate Perpetua systems into all Tiny Homes to provide individual home growing systems. As 
ONE. Global Empowerment division expands to support impoverished communities in developing 
countries, ONE. Grow – Vertical Farming’s transportable greenhouses and farming efficiency 
technologies will offer local individuals the ability to grow their own sustainable, off grid, food 
supply for personal use and resale.  
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Division Overview 
 

ONE. Community Worldwide is founded on the principal that all have the right to life, which 
includes food, water and shelter, and the importance of incorporating renewable resources into 
everyday life. ONE. Residential directly addresses the basic need for shelter by providing low cost, 
affordable options that incorporate renewable resources and a “less is more” mentality in the form 
of Tiny Homes. By our unique design, Tiny Homes further support individual empowerment by 
allowing individuals to take control of their life, making positive choices, setting goals and taking 
action steps not limited by one’s current location restraints but being free to move from location to 
location taking opportunities to enhance personal growth. We are part of the shift from the “more is 
better” way of thinking in the U.S.  
  

“Tiny Homes provide affordable homes that can be taken with you from location to location as your life changes.  
No longer are you tied to your home, but your Tiny Home is tied to you!” 

  

ONE. Residential is comprised of: 
1. Tiny Homes – Modular construction with interior living space between (250 to 600sqft)  

Pre-Manufactured, Modular Construction (for individual or community placement) 
Custom Modular Tiny Homes (300sqft to 800sqft) 
Accessory Dwelling Units “ADU” – Elder Care homes for lease 

2. Development of Communities in which land is leased to Tiny Home owners 
3. General Contractor for ONE. Community Worldwide’s building assets  

  

As one of the five interconnected business divisions of ONE. Community Worldwide, ONE. 
Residential is integrally tied to all other divisions. ONE. Residential sources its hemp building 
products (insulation and hempcrete) directly from ONE. Grow. Renewable resources such as Solar 
packages, sewer incineration techniques and other new technologies funnel through ONE. New 
Technologies. As ONE. Global Empowerment division expands to support impoverished 
communities in developing countries, ONE. Residential’s Tiny Homes will offer local individuals 
the ability to grow and build their own sustainable, off grid, shelters by utilizing hemp building 
products. ONE. Residential is one of the two primary revenue generators in the of ONE. 
Community Worldwide and reports directly to the ONE. Global Empowerment Division.  
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Division Overview 
 

ONE. Community Worldwide’s values are founded on the importance of incorporating renewable 
resources and new technologies into everyday life. ONE. New Technologies directly addresses the 
need for easy access to knowledge of technologies that can specifically alleviate poverty, via a central 
web-based platform that provides sustainable, renewable technology options. Our unique ONE. 
Network platform design further supports individual empowerment by removing limitations on 
access to knowledge of technological opportunities available for personal and community growth. 
ONE. New Technologies and the ONE. Network is an action step in shifting our way of thinking 
from separated to one of Global Entanglement. 
  

“Humanity is acquiring all the right technology for all the wrong reasons.” 
–R. Buckminster Fuller 

  

ONE. New Technologies is comprised of:  
1. Website Development & Tech Support – For each Division of ONE. Community 

Worldwide, as well as website cross marketing and operations management tools 
2. ONE. Network – Centrally located database platform offering search capabilities, 

cataloged research, marketing, collaboration and channel sales related to technology 
products helping alleviate poverty 

3. Research & Development – Divisional support and development through Partnerships 
and Individual Innovators (“I²s”) 

4. ONE.XPrize – Cash incentive-based competitions to rapidly develop new technologies 
supporting specific efforts in ending world poverty 

  

ONE. New Technologies is one of ONE. Community Worldwide’s five interconnected business 
divisions and provides critical support to all other divisions. ONE. New Technologies develops and 
manages all websites, maintains an up-to-date SEO presence for all divisions, supports all marketing 
campaigns and sales efforts and maintains the company’s technological operating systems. ONE. 
New Technologies further identifies and develops renewable technologies to assist in ONE. 
Residential’s “off grid” living and ONE. Grow’s sustainable farming practices. ONE. Technologies’ 
Network platform further supports ONE. Global Empowerment Division’s expansion efforts.  
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Division Overview 
 

At the very heart of ONE. Community Worldwide is the mission to help transform the world by 
contributing to the positive collective consciousness through individual paradigm shifts. ONE. 
LIFE Center unites all religions and spiritual practices under the same roof to discuss our role in the 
universe, creating oneness and changing paradigms to support the advancement of humanity.  
  

The LIFE Center is a destination place to many different practices, individuals and leaders, for the 
sole purpose of providing a sanctuary where guests can experience other ideas and bring about 
changes in thinking and consciousness on their LIFE’s journey. It is a place that people from all 
over the world can use as a destination place for classes, events, retreats, individual spiritual growth 
and solitude. ONE. LIFE Center allows for teachers, Gurus, Yogis, Shamans, Priests, Holistic 
Practitioners, Guides, students and individuals to come and stay for an afternoon, a few days, a week 
or weeks, as the center has organic, healthy meals and rooms available for overnight stay options 
  

 “We need to have a paradigm shift in our consciousness. If we don’t get our act together and come in commonality and 
understanding with the organisms that sustain us today, not only will we destroy those organisms, but we will destroy ourselves.” 

–Paul Stamets 
  

ONE. LIFE Center is much more than just a place focused on those individuals who partake in the 
activities at the LIFE Center. As one of five interconnected divisions of ONE. Community 
Worldwide, ONE. LIFE Center is intrinsic to all other divisions. The LIFE Center is the beacon for 
changing the way we view the world and our interconnected role within the fabric of LIFE. As 
audiences from local, national and global communities come to explore their individual journeys 
through classes, events or interpersonal reflections, they will be introduced to the vision of ONE. 
Community Worldwide and become deeply aware of our global entanglement and focus towards 
global individual empowerment. With community members and leaders from all over the world 
engaging with ONE. LIFE Center, the global entanglement and individual empowerment dialog will 
become a powerful flow of action throughout the world.  
  

The LIFE Center also offers guests who want to engage in assisting humanity worldwide a new 
platform, called ONE. Global Empowerment. Guests can contribute to this disruptive positive 
change agent by providing support through personal involvement and time, to assist in the training 
of our newly selected business partners, with business skills that will help in their economic success 
and sustainability, as well as through financial contributions to our G.E.D. Fund Program.    
 

       


